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Welcome

Welcome to the website for IFL 2013, the 25th Symposium on Implementation and Application of Functional Languages. IFL 2013 is organized in cooperation with ACM/SIGPLAN. The goal of the IFL symposia is to bring together researchers   actively engaged in the implementation and application of functional and   function-based programming languages. IFL 2013 will be a venue for   researchers to present and discuss new ideas and concepts, work in   progress, and publication-ripe results related to the implementation and   application of functional languages and function-based programming.

Anniversary

We are proud to announce that  IFL 2013 is the 25th edition of the series! It is our pleasure that the 25th edition returns to its roots at the Radboud University Nijmegen in the Netherlands. For this reason, we have organized a 25th IFL reunion in the evening of august 28, starting at 20:00h. The reunion is included in the standard registration fee. It is possible to only register for the reunion. For further information, please check the registration details. 

Invited speaker: Lennart Augustsson

We are honored to have  Lennart Augustsson as invited speaker at IFL 2013. Lennart Augustsson was previously   a lecturer at the Computing Science Department at Chalmers University   of Technology. His research field is functional programming and   implementations of functional languages. Augustsson has worked for Carlstedt Research and Technology,   Sandburst, and Credit Suisse and is currently employed by Standard   Chartered Bank. Lennart Augustsson is the author of:

	The Cayenne programming language
	The HBC Haskell compiler
	Several hardware device drivers for NetBSD
	The front end of the pH compiler (parallel Haskell) from MIT
	The initial version of the Bluespec compiler


Title: Implementation and Application of Functional Languages - A personal perspective

    Abstract: 

It is now over 30 years ago since I implemented my first functional language, and over 15 years ago since I wrote my first commercial application. In this talk I will look back to those bygone days and remind you of things that you might have forgotten or never known. The talk will be absolutely free of anything new. 



Scope

The goal of the IFL symposia is to bring together researchers actively  engaged in the implementation and application of functional and function-based  programming languages. IFL 2013 is a venue for researchers to present and  discuss new ideas and concepts, work in progress, and publication-ripe results  related to the implementation and application of functional languages and  function-based programming. 

Following the IFL tradition, IFL 2013 will use a post-symposium  review process to produce the formal proceedings which will be published in the ACM Digital  Library. All participants of IFL 2013 are invited to submit either a draft paper  or an extended abstract describing work to be presented at the symposium. At no  time may work submitted to IFL be simultaneously submitted to other venues;  submissions must adhere to ACM SIGPLAN's republication policy:


  http://www.sigplan.org/Resources/Policies/Republication



The submissions will be screened by the program committee chair to make   sure they are within the scope of IFL, and will appear in the draft   proceedings distributed at the symposium. Submissions appearing in the   draft proceedings are not peer-reviewed publications. Hence, publications that appear only in the draft proceedings do not count as publication for the ACM SIGPLAN republication policy. After the   symposium, authors will be given the opportunity to incorporate the   feedback from discussions at the symposium and will be invited to submit   a revised full article for the formal review process. From the revised   submissions, the program committee will select papers for the formal   proceedings considering their correctness, novelty, originality,   relevance, significance, and clarity.



Topics

IFL welcomes submissions describing practical and theoretical work as   well as submissions describing applications and tools. If you are not   sure that your work is appropriate for IFL 2013, please contact the PC   chair at rinus AT cs DOT ru DOT nl. Topics of interest include, but are not   limited to:

	language concepts 	run-time code generation 
	type checking 	partial evaluation 
	contracts	(abstract) interpretation 
	compilation techniques 	generic programming 
	metaprogramming	automatic program generation 
	staged compilation 	array processing 
	run-time function specialization 	run-time profiling and performance measurements
	concurrent/parallel programming	debugging and tracing
	concurrent/parallel program execution	virtual/abstract machine architectures
	FP and embedded systems	validation and verification of functional programs
	FP and web applications	tools and programming techniques
	FP and security	(industrial) applications of FP
	novel memory management techniques	...




[bookmark: dates]Important Dates

	Submission deadline for draft papers: 	July 31 2013 
	Notification of acceptance for presentation: 	August 2 2013 
	Early registration deadline: 	August 7 2013 
	Late registration deadline: 	August 14 2013 
	Submission deadline for pre-symposium proceedings: 	August 21 2013 
	25th IFL Symposium: 	August 28-30 2013 
	Submission deadline for post-symposium proceedings: 	November 11 2013 
	Notification of acceptance for post-symposium proceedings: 	December 18 2013 
	Camera-ready version for post-symposium proceedings: 	February 3 2014 




Submission Details

Prospective authors are encouraged to submit papers or extended  abstracts to be published in the draft proceedings and to present them at the  symposium. All  contributions must be written in English. Papers must adhere to the standard  ACM two columns conference format. For the pre-symposium proceedings we adopt a  ‘weak’ page limit of 12 pages. For the post-symposium proceedings the page  limit of 12 pages is firm. A suitable document template for LaTeX is found at: 


  http://www.acm.org/sigs/sigplan/authorInformation.htm



Papers are to be submitted via the conference's EasyChair submission  page: 


  https://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=ifl2013





[bookmark: program]Symposium Program

Here you can find the symposium program including links to the symposium submissions (versions as of august 26 2013 + 3 paper updates + 1 presentation swap), links to uploaded presentation slides, and including session chairs. 

If your Internet is fast enough, you can download all papers in one go. 



Venue

	
	
View Larger Map		 	The 25th IFL is organized by the Radboud University Nijmegen, Model Based Software Development Department at the Nijmegen Institute for Computing and Information Sciences. 

      The event is held in the Landgoed Holthurnsche Hof, a rural estate in the woodlands surrounding Nijmegen.  

      To reach Nijmegen by train,  consult national railway (NS) information site (www.ns.nl/en)  for planning your trip. Train tickets must be purchased at the railway station before boarding using the yellow-blue NS self-service ticket machines. Alternatively, you can  buy and print e-tickets. The full fare for travelling from Schiphol airport to Nijmegen Central Station is €18.30. 

      At Nijmegen Central Station, you can choose to either take a bus or a taxi.
      

      	In case of the bus
          you need to board bus line 8 going in the direction of "Berg en Dal". Consult 9292.nl for an accurate time table. (Every half hour between 6:08h-7:08h and 19:22h-0:28h and every quarter of an hour between 7:24h-18:55h). At Nijmegen Central Station, you will find the bus stops immediately to your left after exiting the railway station. Single tickets can be purchased in the bus (full fare: €1.80). If you are staying in Landgoed Holthurnsche Hof, you need to exit the bus at bus stop "Groot Berg en Dal" in "Berg en Dal". Walking to Landgoed Holthurnsche Hof takes about 10 minutes if you follow these directions (note that a short dirt road is included and that the second half of this hike is not illuminated). If you are staying in Hotel Erica, you need to exit the bus at bus stop "Golden Tulip Holtel Val Monte" in "Berg en Dal". Walking to Hotel Erica takes about 6 minutes if you follow these directions. You can ask the bus driver to announce your bus stop. 
	Alternatively, you can order a taxi at Nijmegen Central Station (recommended in case of staying at Landgoed Holthurnsche Hof and arriving later than 20:00h). Taxis are waiting to your right after exiting the railway station. We cannot predict the exact fare, but this will cost about €17.00. 

      
      The long term weather forecast predicts temperatures around 24° Celcius / 75° Fahrenheit with a slim chance (10%-20%) of light showers. 





[bookmark: registration_details]Registration details 

You need to register separately for the accomodation and the event. Please proceed as follows: 

	Accomodation, via Landgoed Holthurnsche Hof. Please download and print the registration form. Enter all information on both sides of the form. Send the completely filled in form either as attachment to Frontoffice@holthurn.nl or by fax to 0031-24 6842661. 

  Due to the expected number of participants we have reserved accomodation in two hotels. Participants will be allocated as much as possible in the Landgoed Holthurnsche Hof on a first-come first-serve basis. Additional accomodation is arranged for in the nearby located Hotel Erica. We have arranged a taxi shuttle to transport participants in the morning and evening between Hotel Erica and Landgoed Holthurnsche Hof.  
	IFL event, via ifl2013.paydro.net. On this site you find the following tickets: 
    	Early/Late registration ticket. The early registration fee is € 450.00.  Early registration closes at august 7 2013. The late registration fee is € 500.00. After august 16 2013  you can still register for the event, but we cannot guarantee that you will have accomodation at either the venue location Holthurnsche Hof or the extra Hotel Erica. This ticket includes the following:
        	Participation in the IFL 2013 symposium
	Coffee-breaks, breakfasts, lunches, dinners
	25th IFL reunion on wednesday evening 
	Social event and symposium dinner on thursday afternoon and  evening
	Symposium proceedings  


      
	Partner ticket. The fee is € 225.00. This ticket includes the following:
        	Breakfasts and dinners
	25th IFL reunion on wednesday evening
	Social event and symposium dinner on thursday afternoon and  evening


      
	Reunion ticket. The fee is € 27.50. This ticket includes the following:
        	25th IFL reunion on wednesday evening    


      


  




Peter Landin prize

The Peter Landin Prize is awarded to the best paper presented at the   symposium every year. The honoured article is selected by the program   committee based on the submissions received for the formal review   process. The prize carries a cash award equivalent to € 150.



Programme committee 

	Thomas Arts, Quviq, Gothenborg, Sweden
	Andrew Butterfield, Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland
	Edwin Brady, University of St. Andrews, Scotland
	Clemens Grelck, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands    
	Adam Granicz, IntelliFactory, Budapest, Hungary
	Jeremy Gibbons, University of Oxford, England
	Fritz Henglein, University of Copenhagen, Denmark   
	Stephan Herhut, Intel Labs, Santa Clara, USA
	Ralf Hinze (co-chair), University of Oxford, UK 
	Zoltán Horváth, Eötvös   Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary
	Zhenjiang Hu, National Institute of Informatics, Japan
	Mauro Jaskelioff, Universidad Nacional de Rosario, Argentina
	Johan Jeuring, University of Utrecht, the Netherlands
	Rita Loogen, University of Marburg, Germany
	Marco T. Morazán, Seton Hall University, New Jersey, USA
	Dominic Orchard, University of Cambridge, England
	Rinus Plasmeijer (chair), Radboud University Nijmegen, the Netherlands
	Tim Sheard, Portland State University, USA
	Sam Tobin-Hochstadt, Northeastern University / Indiana University, USA
	Peter Thiemann, University of Freiburg, Germany
	Simon Thompson, University of Kent, England             




[bookmark: organisation_contact]Organizing committee and contact 

	Rinus Plasmeijer (program chair) 
	Pieter Koopman (general chair) 
	Peter Achten (publicity chair) 
	Ingrid Berenbroek (secretary) 
	The organizing committee can  be reached via e-mail: ifl2013 AT cs DOT ru DOT nl 




Registered participants  

	Peter Achten 
	Malak Aljabri 
	Thomas Arts
	Lennart Augustsson 
	Arjan Boeijink
	Edwin Brady
	Yair Chuchem
	Xavier Clerc
	Olivier Danvy 
	Laurence Day
	Loic Denuziere 
	Lászlo Domoszlai 
	Marko van Eekelen
	Maarten Faddegon
	Henrique Ferreiro García
	Simon Fowler 
	Bas van Gijzel
	Neal Glew
	Clemens Grelck
	Chide Groenouwe
	John van Groningen 
	Jennifer Hackett
	Kevin Hammond 
	Jeroen Henrix
	Thomas Horstmeyer 
	Zoltán Horváth 
	Jan Martin Jansen
	Johan Jeuring
	Pieter Koopman 
	Ralf Lämmel
	Bas Lijnse
	Macías López
	Eyal Lotem
	Patrick Maier 
	Steffen Michels
	Marco T. Morazán
	Rinus Plasmeijer 
	Jonathan Protzenko
	Sven-Bodo Scholz
	Sjaak Smetsers 
	Jurriën Stutterheim
	Doaitse Swierstra 
	Fangyong Tang
	Ben Thorner
	Sam Tobin-Hochstadt 
	Melinda Tóth 
	Kanae Tsushima
	Merijn Verstraaten
	Marcos Viera
	Edsko de Vries
	Arjen van Weelden
	Nicolas Wu
	Viktória Zsók                                
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